
PV solar to water Heater controller

My friend wanted to heat his Spanish apartments hot water tank directly from PV
solar panels especially during winter when his wet solar is not as effective. This 
was to be a cheap off grid solution totally isolated from his mains supply. 

The solution is not as easy as it may first seem but we did achieve some success 
which I wish to share. 

His two 100w panels in series could from specifications produce a max current of
5.1 amps at 39 volts. Therefore using ohms law, that would need an emersion 
heater of 7.6 ohms to take advantage of max power fed directly from the panels, 
no inverter. Immediately there are two issues:

1) 7.6 Ohm immersion heaters are not readily available. E.g. a 240 volt 
immersion heater of 7.6 Ohm would in fact be a 7.5Kw heater!

2) The second issue is harder to get your head around. A short technical 
section here: 
In half sunlight say due to cloud, the panels may only produce 99.5W (2.55
amps at 39 volts) and this would not be matched correctly to the 7.5 ohm 
element* as follows: 
As Power = VI or I²R   2.55x2.55x7.6 = 49.4 watt into the heater
If the power went down to 25% (1.25a), only 12w would go into the heater.
At half power, a suitable load would be 15 Ohms  (2.55 x 2.55 x 15 = 98w)
At quarter power, a suitable load would be 30 ohms (1.275 x 1.275 x 30 = 
49W)

 *(Because voltage across a resistor is a function of the amount of current passing through the resistor (aka heater), 
when current falls, so the voltage)

The load needs to be adjusted depending on the output power from the panels. A
Solar Hybrid Hot Water Controller is available from Techluck 
(http://techluck.com/) which they claim will continuously vary the load against 
power but they cost about $250 and defeats the objective of cheap power. Also I 
doubt think they would be suitable for outputs as low as 200w.

I realised that with two 15 Ohm elements, you could produce the three scenarios 
above and by switching the configuration depending on the power, very roughly 
track the load to power balance.

0 - 50w elements in series for 30 ohm

50 - 100w One element in use for 15 Ohm

100 - 200w Elements in parallel for 7.5 Ohm.

A suitable switching circuit using two relays is shown below.

http://techluck.com/


First we had to find a couple of 15 ohm elements. Standard UK immersion heater 
elements available for a few pounds from nearest metal recycler are 240v 3KW 
with a resistance of about 19 Ohms, so we had to cut these down to 15 Ohms as 
follows:

Element cut away from its original base.



Shortened to 15 Ohms (taking meter lead resistance into account)

Carefully loosen and remove insulating material around spiral element



Cut 13 amp fuses down to suitable length for insulators

Crimp small (slim) connectors onto element



Slide insulators over crimped ends and set in place with two part epoxy resin 
(Araldite type). Crimp or solder (they won’t get too hot) connection wires.

Assemble the two elements into the hot water tank fitting. In our case they are 
fitted adjacent to the mains element which will still be used to top up the heat 
overnight at low rates.



Controller

A control circuit was needed to switch the relays on and off to match load to 
panel output. At first we tried an analogue controller which measured the light 
level and switched the relays at calibrated thresholds, but this was found to be 
unreliable. 

The MK 2 controller is based on the pickaxe microchip and measures the voltage 
across the heating elements and thus calculates the power being delivered from 
the panels. When max power is reached for the elements in series (30 ohms), the
next configuration is switched in to present 15 Ohms. Again when max power is 
reached, the configuration is set to 7.5 Ohms. This process also reverses as the 
light levels falls.

To stop a lot of unnecessary switching of relays at the threshold points, 
hysteresis was built in and the reaction time slowed to 250 seconds with a switch
to select 5 second reaction for testing. A calibrate procedure was also introduced
activated by a pushbutton. 

Heavy duty 12v automotive relays with 40 Amp contacts were used to switch the
DC current. 

Input C.0 was set up for a current measuring module but not used.

The full circuit is shown below.



Completed controller

Here is the program for the pickaxe module. It’s probably not the most efficient 
but it’s my first attempt.

symbol ADC_current_reading = b0
symbol Resistance = b1
symbol Integer_voltage = b2
symbol ADC_volts_reading = b3
symbol Power = b4
symbol Thresh_stage1 = b5
symbol Thresh_stage2 = b6
symbol cutout_stage1 = b7 
symbol cutout_stage2 = b8
symbol counter = b9
symbol delay = b10

Start0: ; setup initial conditions
Let Resistance = 240 
Let b5 = 45
Let b6 = 95

Measure:
readadc c.4,b3 ; read voltage. 40 volts = 219 counts
readadc c.0,b0 ; read current 
let b2 = b3*40/219 ; calculate actual voltage
Let b7 = b5-3 ; set cutout 1 below threshold 1
Let b8 = b6-4 ; set cutout 2 below threshold 2
let b4 = b3*b3/b1/4 ; calculate power & show in watts
let b0 = b0-122; zero current reading



if b0>250 then let b0=0 ; stop zero drift causing large error
endif
debug ; monitor the running state
pause 1000 ; wait 1 second 
toggle B.2 ; flash run LED
if pinC.2 = 1 then high B.2
let b10 = 5 ;short pause for testing
else
let b10 = 250   ;long pause for running
endif
goto measure ; return to start of measuring program 

Start1:
low B.1 ; Make sure relay 1 off 
low B.3 ; Make sure relay 2 off 
Resistance =240 ; Elements in series for 30 ohms 
for counter = 1 to b10 ; This introduces pause 
pause 1000
next counter

  if b5>b4 then start1 ; current not over threshold 1 so go back to start
cloudy:

high B.1 ; Switch relay 1 on (over threshold 1) 
low B.3 ; Make sure relay 2 off 
resistance = 120; Single elements 15 ohms 
for counter = 1 to b10 ; This introduces pause
pause 1000
next counter
If b6>b4 then gosub dimmer ; If Threshold 2 reached carry on, otherwise go 

to dimmer program 
sunny:

high B.1 ; Switch relay 1 on (over threshold 1)
high B.3 ; Switch relay 2 on (over threshold 2)
resistance = 60; Elements in parallel for 7.5 ohms 
for counter = 1 to b10 ; This introduces pause
pause 1000
if pinC.3 = 1 then gosub calibrate ; If calibrate pressed go to calibrate 

cycle
If b4>198 then ; Light smookin LED for full power 
high B.4
else
low B.4
endif
next counter
If b8>b4 then ; If power goes below threshold 2 wait in case brief cloud or 

other shadow
for counter = 1 to b10 ; This introduces pause
pause 10
next counter
endif
If b8>b4 then ; If power goes below threshold 2 go down next level
goto cloudy
else
goto sunny
endif

dimmer:
If b7>b4 then ; If below cutout 1 go to start otherwise goto cloudy 
goto start1
else
goto cloudy
endif
return

calibrate:
Gosub fastflash ; Flashes run LED fast
low B.3 ; Turn relay 2 off 
Gosub fastflash
low B.1 ; Turn relay 1 off 



resistance = 240 ; Elements in series for 30 ohms 
Gosub fastflash
let b5=b4-3 ; Measure and save threshold 1 
high B.1 ; Turn relay 1 on
Resistance = 120; Single elements 15 ohms 
Gosub fastflash
let b6=b4-4 ; Measure and save threshold 2 
goto start1

fastflash:
for counter = 1 to 40 ; This just flashes run LED fast
pause 250
toggle B.2
next counter
return

Does it work?

After some adjustment of the thresholds and angle of the panels, the maximum 
power delivered to the elements was measured at 185 Watts. This is not too bad 
considering max output from the panels is degraded by up to 25% by the heating
effect. The controller successfully tracks output from the panels and matches the
load.

The large tank of 80 litres is heated up by about 6 degrees on an average sunny 
day in winter, last measured at a rise of 8 degrees in April. This reduces the 
mains electric needed to raise the temperature to 55 degrees overnight when 
power is cheaper.

With these small panels it can’t be a single source of power but contributes to a 
green solution.

The controller was named the ‘Elementatron’ as a nod to Wallace and Gromit 
terminology.

Mike Phillips.



Panels in situ.


